
“A Translator Is Not Free”
 J. R. R. Tolkien’s Rules for Translation 

& Their Application in Sir Orfeo



Tolkien spent his life engaged in some aspect of translation:

● Lexicography – Qenya Lexicon, OED, Middle English Vocabulary

● Articles – “Sigelwara Land,” “Reeve’s Tale,” Finnesburg frag.

● Translations & Editions – 
○ OE: Beowulf, Exodus, Ancrene Wisse; 
○ ME: Sir Gawain, Pearl, Sir Orfeo

● “Analogous” Translation
○ Preface to LOTR
○ Appendix F
○ Nomenclature of LOTR

Tolkien the Translator

“The prime purpose of edition and commentary is 

to free the text from obscurity”

— Joan Turville-Petre, 

Intro. to The Old English Exodus



Shippey: 

“Tolkien was obliged to pretend to be ‘translator’.…As time went on he also felt obliged to 
stress the autonomy of Middle-earth – the fact that he was only translating analogously, 
not writing down the names and places as they really had been” (Shippey, Road to M-e)

Christopher Tolkien: 

Tolkien “converted the ‘true’ languages of Men (and Hobbits) in the Third Age of 
Middle-earth…into an analogical structure composed of English in modern and ancestral 
form” (Peoples, 27, n. 11).

Translating “Analogously"



But…we sorta do?

“mathom is meant to recall ancient English 
máthm, and so to represent the relationship of the 
actual Hobbit kast to R[ohirric] kastu” 
(RK, App. F, II, 414-415)

“the actual Common Speech was sketched in 
structure and phonetic elements, and a number of 
words invented” (Peoples, 299)

We don’t know “actual” Hobbit language…
“Hobbits spoke a language, or languages, very similar to ours…in manner and spirit; but if 
the face of the world has changed greatly since those days, so also has every detail of 
speech, and even the letters and scripts then used have long been forgotten” (Peoples, 20)

● smygel > smial (smile) from R. 
trahan > H. trân

● Sméagol / R. Trahald
● Déagol / R. Nahald
● C.S. Karningul > Rivendell
● Sûza > Shire
● Tûk > Took

“Actual Hobbit”

(RK, App. F, II, 415)



“Personal names of the Hobbits were also peculiar and many had come down from ancient days”

Peoples of Middle-earth

Bolger: “Merely an anglicized form of H. Bolgra. By chance in C.S. holg- has much the same 
significance as our ‘bulge’, so that if Bolger suggests to a modern reader a certain fatness and 
rotundity, so did Bolgra in its own time and place.” (Peoples, 48)

C.f. Appendix E – “Bolger has a g as in bulge”

Fellowship of the Ring – Fatty’s family “from the Eastfarthing, from Budgeford in Bridgefields”

Nomenclature of The Lord of the Rings (Reader’s Companion)

Budgeford: Budge- was an obscured element, having at the time no clear meaning.…it may be 
regarded as a corruption of the element bolge, bulge. Both Bolger and Bulger occur as surnames 
in England. Whatever their real origin, they are used in the story to suggest that they were in 
origin nicknames referring to fatness, tubbiness. (Reader’s Companion, 767)

Fatty Bulger from Bulgeford

(RK, App. F, I, 408)



“The more I read Tolkien, the more convinced I become that…from Tolkien’s point of view, there 

was really a continuity, there was not a disjunction [between scholarship and non-academic work].… 

This was using all the same part of his brain.”

— Corey Olsen

Shaping of Middle-earth (Wk. 5)

Translation of Legendarium not analogous
● Tolkien adopted real-world rules of translation to develop the languages of 

his story, which informed the story itself.

● He required real-world translators to follow the rules he adopted – which 

are the same rules he used in academic work.



Translation is the practical application of the foundational study of philology. 

Sir Gawain, Pearl & Sir Orfeo: “These translations were in effect Tolkien’s last published philological 
work…they bring these poems to an audience that could not have read them in Middle English. For this 
reason they are a fitting conclusion to the work of a man who believed that the prime function of a 
linguist is to interpret literature, and that the prime function of literature is to be enjoyed. (Bio, 141-2)

Tolkien’s philological foundations:

King Edward’s School: “spent most of my time learning Latin and Greek…the chief contacts with 
poetry were when one was made to try and translate it into Latin.” (Letters, 213)

Exeter College: Greek Philology and Old Icelandic (Letters, 12)…inter alia (Garth, Exeter College, 8)

Lexicographer: Qenya Lexicon (1915); OED (1919-1920); Middle English Vocabulary (1919-22)

Philology: Foundation of Humane Letters



What words did Tolkien think were obsolete?
cunnan vs. witan: “The distinction between cunnan became 
more and more limited to the sense ‘know how to do (a thing)’, 
whence our ‘can’; while gecnawan ‘recognize’ slowly extended 
its sphere, until in modern English it covers both cunnan and 
witan, and ‘I wot’ has become obsolete.” (174)

Reply to Two Towers sounding “archaic”
“You do not know your own skill in healing” > 
“Nay, thou (n’)wost not thine own skill in healing” (Letters, 225)

“On Translating Beowulf” (M&C): 
“If you wish to translate, not re-write, Beowulf, your language must be literary and traditional… 
because the diction of Beowulf was poetical, archaic, artificial” (54)

“The words chosen, however remote they may be from colloquial speech or ephemeral suggestions, 
must be words that remain in literary use.… They must need no gloss.” (55-56)

Old Words: “A bit too archaic”

Edits to T.’s Beowulf Translation

● ale-quaffing > ale-drinking – 
CSL’s suggestion (108)

● fane > tabernacle (110, 179-180)
● underntide > middle hours (118)

Beowulf T&C



“And why dwarves? Grammar prescribes dwarfs; philology suggests that dwarrows would be the 

historical form. But dwarves goes well with elves; and, in any case, elf, gnome, goblin, dwarf are only 

approximate translations of the Old Elvish names… (Letters, 31)

“The real ‘historical’ plural of dwarf (like teeth of tooth) is dwarrows…rather a nice word, but a bit 

too archaic. Still I rather wish I had used the word dwarrow.” (Letters, 24)

“I always had a love of the plurals that did not go according to the simplest rule: loaves, and elves, and 

wolves, and leaves; and wreaths and houses (which I should have liked better spelt wreathes and 

houzes); and I persist in hooves and rooves according to ancient authority. I said therefore dwarves 

however I might see it spelt, feeling that the good folk were a little dignified so…I wish I had known 

of dwarrows in those days.” (Peoples, 24)

Old Words: Of Dwarves and Dwarrows



“All names not in the following list should be left entirely unchanged 

in any language used in translation” (RC, 751)

“In principle I object as strongly as is possible to the ‘translation’ of the nomenclature at all (even by a 

competent person). I wonder why a translator should think himself called on or entitled to do any 

such thing” (Letters, 249-250)

Nomenclature of The Lord of the Rings
Hobbit: Do not translate, since the name is supposed no longer to have had a recognized meaning in 

the Shire, and is supposed not to have been derived from CS (RC, 759)

● “I will not tolerate any similar tinkering with the personal nomenclature. Nor with the 

name/word Hobbit. I will not have any more Hompen (in which I was not consulted), nor any 

Hobbel or what not. Elves, Dwarfs/ves, Trolls, yes…But hobbit (and orc) are of that world, and 

they must stay. (Letters, 251).

Nomenclature: According to Meaning



“Since the Valar had no language of their own…they had 

no ‘true’ names, only identities, and their names were 

conferred on them by the Elves, being in origin therefore 

all, as it were, ‘nicknames’, referring to some…peculiarity, 

function, or deed.” (Letters, 282)

Lost Tales: “Lo, Manwë Súlimo clad in sapphires, ruler of the airs 

and wind, is held lord of Gods and Elves and Men….’” (LT I, 59)

Q. Noldorinwa: “Manwë was the Lord of the Gods and Prince of the 

airs and winds and the ruler of the sky.” (Shaping, 78)

Q. Silmarillion: ““But Manwë is the lord of the Gods, and prince of 

the airs and winds, and ruler of the sky.” (LR, 205)

Later QS: “But Manwë is the lord of the gods, and prince of the airs 

and winds, and ruler of the sky….” (MR, 148)

Nomenclature: Naming the Gods



“Classical or biblical proper names are not usually translated—by a word having no 
obvious connexion with the original.”

(“Sigelwara Land”: Part 1, 183)

“The archaic language of lore is meant to be a kind of ‘Elven-latin’, and by transcribing it 
into a spelling closely resembling that of Latin…the similarity to Latin has been increased 
ocularly…. This language is High-elven or in its own terms Quenya (Elvish)” (Letters, 176)

When Tolkien tells modern translators not to translate Elvish names, he is using a 
convention that followed by Primary World translators (most of the time)

Nomenclature: Biblical & Classical Names



“I can see no more reason for not using the much terser and more vivid ancient style, than 
for changing the obsolete weapons, helms, shields, hauberks into modern uniforms.”

(Letters, 226.)

Repetition: “It is not possible…in translation always to represent a recurring word in the original by 
one given modern word. Yet the recurrence may be important.… For many Old English poetical words 
there are (naturally) no precise modern equivalents of the same scope and tone.” (M&C 50)

Kennings: Translate the “picture and comparison the kenning was meant to evoke” (Beowulf T&C, 142)

Sense: “A large number of words used in Beowulf have descended to our own day. But etymological 
descent is of all guides to a fit choice of words the most untrustworthy…” (M&C, 56)
● In re: hronrád: “Etymology is not a safe guide to sense” (Beowulf T&C, 142)

Variety: “The variation, the sound of different words, is a feature of the style that should to some 
degree be represented.” (M&C, 56) – silver vs argent (Letters, 310)

Style: A Safe Guide to Sense



“The main target is, of course, the general reader of literary bent 
with no knowledge of Middle English” 

(Letters, 364)

Tolkien’s Sir Orfeo Contributions

● Sisam’s ME edition (1921), via A Middle English Vocabulary (1922)

● ME version for Naval Cadet’s course (1944; published 2004 in TS 1)

● Modern English translation (1944ish; published 1975)

● Alan Bliss edition (1954)

○ “Because one of Tolkien’s students, Alan Bliss, published what is now the standard edition of 
Sir Orfeo, it is likely that many of Tolkien’s interpretations may have already entered into 
published scholarship without being attached directly to his name…” (Drout, TS 4, 129)

Sir Orfeo: The General Reader



● T follows the pluperfect sense of S over the simple past tense of V.

● er was could be interpreted periphrastically as pluperfect with no significant change in sense

● Reversion of the line to a pluperfect construction for T makes sense, since the final -e is dropped

● er was perhaps too archaic for “the general reader of literary bent”?
○ He uses “ere” several times in Sir Gawain and Pearl; not once in Sir Orfeo

● If a line can be brought into Modern English by using a cognate and near homophone, without 
losing sense of idiom or meter, then Tolkien likely preferred to do so.

S: When he, þat hadde ben king wiþ croun

V: when he that er was king with croune

T: when he that had been king with crown

S: Sisam’s ME edition (1921)
V: Tolkien’s ME version (1944)
T: Tolkien’s Translation (1944ish)Sir Orfeo: Line 235



● riuers, forestes, flours – all have Mod. English cognates … frith does not

○ frith “woodland, park” (ME Vocab, 51)

○ Using “wood” or “park” messes up the alliteration…boo!

● riuers > water, forest > wild, frith > wood – restore alliteration…yay!

○ Retains both style and sense despite using a completely different set of words

S: Riuers, forestes, friþ wiþ flours,

V: riuere, forest, frith with flours,

T: Water and wild, and woods, and flowers

Sir Orfeo: Lines 160, 246
S: Sisam’s ME edition (1921)
V: Tolkien’s ME version (1944)
T: Tolkien’s Translation (1944ish)



● Hostetter: V “metrically improved” over S; cf. Ashmole 61 MS (109).

● T restores original word order of S, including a return of tomorrow (to-morwe) to original place

● Translations use synonyms w/ different roots: Loke > See, dame > lady, vnder > beneath

○ Loke: “to see to it, take care” (ME Vocab, 79) 

○ Suggests: “Take care, lady, that thou be / Tomorrow by this grafted tree,” which would be 
closer to V, but T follows S instead

Sir Orfeo: Lines 165-6
S: Loke, dame, to-morwe þatow be 

Riȝt here vnder þis ympe-tre,

V: Loke, dame, that tow be

to-morwe her vnder this ympe-tre,

T: See, lady, tomorrow thou must be

right here beneath this grafted tree,

S: Sisam’s ME edition (1921)
V: Tolkien’s ME version (1944)
T: Tolkien’s Translation (1944ish)



● folehardi (S) > hardi (V) is substantive, given that Tolkien he glosses folehardi as “foolhardy” (ME 
Vocab, 48) and hardi as “bold” (60) … 

○ Hardely, Hardily, Hardiliche, adv. boldly; Hardyment, n. (act of) daring; Hardynesse, n. 
Hardihood, boldness (48)

○ l. 27: a stalworth man and hardi bo (V & S); valour he had and hardihood (T)

○ “rash” in T is a translation of “folehardi” from S, not “hardi” from V

● Aside: Tolkien > Rashbold … foolhardy (thanks Kat)

S: Y no fond neuer so folehardi man,

V: I no fond neuer so hardi man

T: I have never found so rash a man

Sir Orfeo: Line 426
S: Sisam’s ME edition (1921)
V: Tolkien’s ME version (1944)
T: Tolkien’s Translation (1944ish)
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